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Abstract 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is a combination of hardware 
and software elements that allow control of industrial process locally or remotely, 
monitor and process real-time data, directly interact with device elements in the plant 
and record events into a log file [1]. An alternate method for monitoring real-time 
data is studied in this thesis, where Mixed Reality is used to see real-time data in the 
physical world using a Mixed Reality Head-Mounted Device (HMD). Data from a 
Siemens PLC in the transmission line of Volvo Group Trucks North America 
production plant is used to demonstrate the monitoring of real-time data. Vuforia 
Studio is used to develop the digital graphics for the HMD. Kepware EX server and 
Thingworx Cloud platform is used to store real-time data from the production plant. 
Real-time communication is established between Siemens PLC, Kepware EX and 
Thingworx Cloud platform using Ethernet. 

keywords: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Mixed Reality 
(MR), Head Mounted Device (HMD), Siemens Automation, Vuforia Studio, 
Kepware EX, Thingworx. 
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Nomenclature 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

HMD Head Mounted Device 

MR Mixed Reality 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

PID Proportional–Integral–Derivative 

S7 Step 7 (Siemens) 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

RTU Remote Terminal Units 

IED Intelligent Electric Devices 

OPC Open Platform Communication 

IoT Internet of Things 

MES Manufacturing Execution System 

MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 

REST Representational State Transfer 

ODBC Open Database Connectivity 

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 

CAD Computer Aided Design 
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1.0 Introduction 

This chapter serves as a foundation for understanding and interpreting the contents 
of this report including basic overview of theory, background of the Volvo 
transmission line Gear press station (where this project is developed), the need for 
conducting this thesis with specific aim and the results that are sought after. 

1.1 Overview 

Most of the modern manufacturing industries consist of highly automated 
workstations. The advantages are often accredited of being automated include higher 
production rates and increase productivity, efficient use of materials, product 
quality, improved safety, reduced dependencies on labors and reduced hours of 
factory [2]. One of the crucial elements of modern manufacturing industries is 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). SCADA systems are crucial 
for industries since they support to maintain efficiency, process data for smarter 
decisions, and communicate system issues to help reduce downtime. SCADA system 
is a part of a control system architecture that makes use of computers, networked 
data communications and Graphical User Interphase (GUI) for higher level process 
supervisory management, but uses other peripheral devices such as Programmable 
Logic Controllers(PLC), Proportional–Integral–Derivative (PID) controllers to 
interface with the process plant or machinery. SCADA is also used for management 
and operations of a project-driven process in construction [3]. SCADA systems are 
mainly used in electric power generation, transmission and distribution, water and 
sewage, buildings, facilities and environments, manufacturing, mass transit, traffic 
signals and many more. 

SCADA collects reliable field data through Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) 
Intelligent Electric Devices (IEDs) and presents them to user requirement. Data is 
collected from various sensors at a factory, plant or in other remote locations and 
then sent to a central computer which then manages and controls the data. 
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The objectives of a SCADA system are [4]: 

 Monitoring 
 Measurements 
 Data Acquisition 
 Data Communication 
 Control 
 Automation 

Programmable logic Controllers (PLC) or programmable controller is an industrial 
digital computer which has been ruggedized and adapted for the control of 
manufacturing processes. PLCs constantly monitor the state of the systems through 
the input devices and generate the control actions according to the logic given in the 
user program. 

1.2 Background 

The Volvo Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses, 
construction equipment, marine and, industrial engines. The Group also provides 
complete solutions for financing and service. This project was developed in Volvo 
Group Hagerstown plant in Maryland. Volvo Hagerstown plant delivers powertrain 
solutions for the Volvo Group brands. They develop and produce heavy-duty diesel 
engines, transmissions, and axles for Volvo Group brands. Currently, Volvo Group 
North America is using the conventional SCADA for their production line. This 
project is a new and innovative way of data monitoring in a process environment. 
This innovative way of data monitoring has many advantages over the conventional 
method and significantly reduces the downtime for a control engineer. This has a lot 
of cost saving for a company and Volvo Group is really interested in implanting this 
project for their production lines. 

1.3 Problem Description 

The Station that has been evaluated for this thesis work is BT020 from the 
Transmission production line of Volvo Group Hagerstown plant. This station is a 
gear press machine for the Input shaft of Transmission. This station cross verifies 
the gear measurement using position sensors and all the gears of the input shaft are 
pressed together using a hydraulic press. Spacer in-between gears are also measured 
and inserted if required. User interface is provided using Human Machine Interface 
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(HMI) Siemens Simatic Touch panel on the station. Work instructions for the station 
is processed using a proprietary platform of Volvo called DUGA. Interaction to this 
platform is using a Computer attached to the station. This station is controlled by a 
Siemens S7- 300 PLC. 

Conventional method of supervisory control is employed for the entire transmission 
line where a remote desktop is used to monitor the process. This project is an 
innovative and modern way of monitoring real-time data of the station using a 
Microsoft HoloLens Head Mounted Device (HMD). This has many advantages over 
the conventional SCADA such as graphical visualization of real time data on the 
station, to check the status of sensors inside a station that is not visible to human eye 
from outside, helps to read operation manual on the station, reads the alarms, 
provides freedom to move around the plant with HMD and to control the operation. 
This method of data-monitoring is a cost efficient solution because it will reduce the 
plant downtime effectively for a controls Engineer by quickly identifying the 
problem. [5]. 

1.4 Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to build a Mixed Reality based real time data monitoring 
system using Head Mounted Device (HMD). 

1.5 Current Research 

According to the current requirements of Volvo, data monitoring is done using 
conventional methods of SCADA where monitoring is carried out remotely using a 
desktop in a control station of the plant using OPC interface. 

Head Mounted Devices are a new concept in the production environment which has 
a huge scope of application. One of the applications of HMD’s are for servicing a 
machine under breakdown. A technician uses this device to see reports of the station 
on a predefined web page using inbuilt browser on HMD, provide step by step 
service instructions and also make live video calls to colleagues on Vuforia Chalk 
or Skype for more assistance. Thyssen Krupp has developed this for their elevator 
servicing. Another application of HMD is for training new employees on the 
machine they work on before actually working at the station. A company called 
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VTScada has optimized conventional SCADA to visualize the same on a HMD using 
the inbuilt browser on the HoloLens device instead of viewing the same on a desktop 
screen. 

This thesis work is about visualizing the real time data of the machine using graphics 
on the station directly without the conventional SCADA Webpage. This has many 
advantages over conventional method. 

2.0 Technical Background 

This thesis requires knowledge on SCADA, detail description about PLC, 
Communication with Ethernet Industrial Protocol – Common Industrial Protocol 
(TCP/IP), Kepware Remote server (OPC UA/ Ethernet) and Cloud Storage. 

2.1 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

SCADA is a computer system for gathering and analyzing real time data. SCADA 
systems are used to monitor and control a plant or equipment in industries such as 
telecommunications, water and waste control, energy, oil and gas refining and 
transportation. 

Figure 2.1: Conventional SCADA system [6] 
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SCADA refers to the centralized systems that control and monitor the entire sites, or 
they are the complex systems spread out over large areas. Nearly all the control 
actions are automatically performed by the Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) or by the 
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). The restrictions to the host control 
functions are supervisory level intervention or basic overriding. For example, the 
PLC (in an industrial process) controls the flow of cooling water, the SCADA system 
allows any changes related to the alarm conditions and set points for the flow (such 
as high temperature, loss of flow, etc.) to be recorded and displayed. Data acquisition 
starts at the PLC or RTU level, which includes the equipment status reports, and 
meter readings. Data is then formatted in such way that the operator of the control 
room can make the supervisory decisions to override or adjust normal PLC (RTU) 
controls, by using the HMI. SCADA systems mostly implement the distributed 
databases known as tag databases, containing data elements called points or tags. A 
point is a single output or input value controlled or monitored by the system. Points 
are either ‘soft’ or ‘hard’. 

The actual output or input of a system is represented by a hard point, whereas the 
soft point is a result of different math and logic operations applied to other points. 
These points are usually stored as timestamp-value pairs. Series of the timestamp-
value pairs gives history of the particular point. Storing additional metadata with the 
tags is common (these additional data can include comments on the design time, 
alarm information, path to the field device or the PLC register). 

2.2 Programmable Logic Controllers 

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a computer based control system to 
control the devices or actuators as an output after getting signals from the input 
devices according to the decisions based on control program. It was first introduced 
in 1960s/1970s in automotive industries. Before that, time automatic manufacturing 
was achieved by using relays, cam timers drum sequencers and closed loop 
controllers. These controllers are composed of hundreds or even thousands of relays 
to control manufacturing units with high time consumption and are expensive to 
make changes on. The speed of the operation can be greatly enhanced by replacing 
the relays and timers in a single PLC program. And the main benefit in using a PLC 
is the ability to change and replicate the operation or process while collecting and 
communicating vital information. 
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PLC hardware consists of Central Processing Unit (CPU), Random Access Memory 
(RAM), Read Only Memory (ROM), power supply unit and other devices. The CPU, 
the core of the PLC has microprocessors to allow arithmetic operations, logical 
operations, local area network, computer interface etc. Figure 2.4 represents PLC 
controller describing every element including I/O terminals, CPU, power supply etc. 

Figure 2.2: PLC Architecture [5] 

According to IEC (International Electromechanical Commission IEC 61131-3), 
programming of PLC includes five different languages like Sequential Function 
Chart (SFC), Functional Function Block (FFD), Ladder Diagram (LD), Structured 
Test (ST) and Instruction List (IL). FFD and LD are graphical languages while ST 
and IL are textual languages and SFC is a graphical method, which represents the 
functions of a sequential automated system as a sequence of steps and transitions. 
[7]. Among these Ladder Diagram (LD) program is most widely used because of its 
simplicity and idea close to relay logic. 

Input modules act as electrical connectors between external field devices and 
internal processor of PLC. External field devices such as start/stop push buttons, 
limit switch, proximity switch, and internal bits give output as electrical signals to 
the internal processor of PLC and these are used as PLC inputs to get energizing 
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associated output in ladder logic. Output module is used to communicate between 
internal processor of PLC and external field devices where PLC provides signals [8]. 

2.3 Communication with Ethernet Industrial Protocol 

Ethernet is the most popular and widely deployed Local Area Network (LAN) 
technology. Ethernet protocol operates in the physical and data link layer of the Open 
System Interconnection (OSI) networking stack. In Ethernet a single communication 
channel is shared by the Ethernet devices in the network. The data are exchanged in 
here as a frame. Usually, broadcast mechanism is used in Ethernet technology. 
Multicasting is also possible in Ethernet where a packet is sent to a subset of the 
hosts. Ethernet protocol provides some guidelines to construct frames, these contains 
the source and the destination address. Destination address is used to identify the 
recipient of the communication. When an Ethernet device transmits a frame, it 
transmits to all other nodes. All the nodes check the destination address in the frame. 
If any node finds that the destination address is the same as its own, the node picks 
the frame and send it to the upper layer for further processing. All the other nodes 
discard the message. Ethernet uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with 
collision detection as a media access protocol. In career sensing, each host in the 
network senses the career if any data is being transmitted over the Ethernet cable, 
the host stops transmitting and tries to send the data after an interval. 

EtherNet/IP is special typed communication protocol developed by Rockwell 
Automation. It was first introduced in 2001 and is managed by Open DeviceNet 
Vendors Association (ODVA) to provide best industrial network solution for 
manufacturing automation. It has a basic difference compared to enterprise level of 
Ethernet communication, where Ethernet uses physical, data link and network layers 
of the OSI model but EtherNet/IP uses CIP (Common Industrial Protocols) to the 
upper three layers (Application, Presentation and Session layer), where CIP is object 
oriented protocol with attributes, services and behaviors. Using of CIP has great 
advantage in communication protocol, it has special functionalities of messages and 
services in manufacturing automation applications. These are control, safety, 
synchronization, motion, configuration and information. This also make it possible 
to use manufacturing applications over internet and common network shared 
activities. Figure 2.3, represents OSI model describing EtherNet/IP-CIP 
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communication, where usage of different layers with different functionalities are 
described. 

Figure 2.3: EtherNet/IP-CIP communication structures 
EtherNet/IP-CIP allows two types of messaging connections, one is implicit 
messaging and another is explicit messaging. Implicit messaging is often termed as 
real time messaging which basically transfers CIP I/O data to EtherNet/IP. And for 
implicit messaging it uses User Datagram Protocol (UDP) over IP with UDP port 
number 2222. For explicit messaging, it uses Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
over Internet Protocol (IP) with port number 44818, where CIP messages of unicast, 
multicast and broadcast communication via TCP is established to facilitate request-
response transactions. CIP uses producer consumer network model to provide 
exchanging of application information between sending device (producer) and 
receiving device (consumer) by transmitting data once without transmitting it every 
time from a single server to multiple clients [9]. 

2.4 Kepware Remote Server 

KEPServerEx is the industry’s leading connectivity platform that provides a single 
source of industrial automation data to all industrial applications. The platform 
design allows users to connect, manage, monitor, and control diverse automation 
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devices and software applications through one intuitive user interface. KEPServerEx 
leverages OPC (the automation industry’s standard for interoperability) and IT-
centric communication protocols (such as SNMP, ODBC, and web services) to 
provide users with a single source for industrial data. The platform is developed and 
tested to meet customers’ performance, reliability, and ease-of-use requirements. 
KEPServerEx provides data access for client applications (such as MES and 
SCADA) and IoT and Big Data analytics software via OPC, proprietary protocols 
(including GE NIO, SuiteLink/FastDDE, and Splunk), IT protocols (including 
MQTT, REST, ODBC, and SNMP) [10]. 

2.5 Cloud Storage 

Cloud Storage is a model of Computer data storage in which the digital data is stored 
in logical collection of resources. The physical storage contains multiple server and 
this physical environment is owned and managed by a hosting company like 
Amazon, Thingworx, Google cloud storage etc. 

Figure 2.4: Cloud Storage 

3.0 Description about Software and Products 

This chapter represents three major software. In this thesis, Thingworx Vuforia 
Studio is used to develop the digital graphics for the HMD, Kepware server to link 
PLC data to the cloud and Siemens STEP7 Classic PLC software to write control 
programs and extract required parameters for real time data monitoring. This section 
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includes introduction to this software and some basic functionalities, control 
program and communication between them. 

3.1 Thingworx Vuforia Studio 

Virtual Reality (VR) to Actual Reality is divided into many components which is 
called XR Spectrum. Virtual Reality deals with virtual environment. In an 
Augmented Virtual Reality, real world content is immersed in a virtual world. 
Virtual Reality headsets are used to visualize these environments. Augmented 
Reality (AR) overlays digital content into the real world, whereas Assisted Reality 
adds virtual non 3D contents into real world. Mixed Reality is a mix of Assisted 
Reality, Augmented Reality and Augmented Virtual Reality. Augmented Reality 
and Mixed Reality head mounted devices are used to visualize these environments. 

Figure 3.1: XR Spectrum 

Vuforia Studio by PTC is a platform where Augmented or Mixed Reality 
environment is created. Vuforia Studio provides the richness of 3D and the insights 
from IoT to deliver compelling Augmented Reality experiences that help improve 
efficiencies, build better products and enable safer, more productive workers. 

Vuforia Studio has a link to an IoT cloud platform where real time data is stored. 
This platform is also owned by PTC called Thingworx. The project developed using 
this software, real time data and product key of the customer are stored in the cloud. 
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The user can access the data in the cloud by scanning a user defined Thingmark, 
detecting a 3D or 2D model or simply visualize the project on a flat surface by using 
a HMD. Augmented Reality projects can also be visualized using a hand held device 
such as a phone or a tablet. This thesis is realized using a Mixed Reality head 
mounted device from Microsoft called HoloLens and a user defined Thingmark. The 
connection to this cloud server from PLC is done using a Kepware server. Kepware 
server acts as a link between PLC and Thingworx cloud platform. Separate 
connections need to be established to PLC and cloud. 

Figure 3.2: Vuforia Studio software overview 

3.2 Siemens Automation 

Siemens Automation is one of the world's biggest providers of industrial automation 
products. Their range of products and services reach from PLC hardware to software 
and information solutions. Siemens initially known as Siemens & Halske was 
founded by Werner von Siemens and Johann Georg Halske on 12 October 1847. 
Today Siemens Automation is active worldwide and has over 379,000 employees 
[11]. 
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3.2.1 Siemens Software- STEP7 Classic 

Siemens has two software platforms for configuration of hardware and automation 
control. First one is Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) and second is STEP 7 
classic. The later platform is used in the transmission line of Volvo Group Trucks 
North America, Hagerstown plant. Siemens’ control software offers an IEC61131-3 
compliant interface, symbolic programming with structures and arrays and a 
comprehensive instruction set that serves many types of applications. The aim for 
STEP7 is to make it easier to develop complex control solutions and also offer 
greater access to real-time information. The software includes editors for ladder 
logic, structured text, function block diagram and sequential function chart which 
makes it possible to create programs for every level of complexity. STEP 7 has a 
detailed walkthrough and guide on how to maximize the use of the software and 
make it easier even for a new user to reach the desired outcome. 

3.2.2 Siemens PLC 

Siemens offers a wide variant of Programmable Logic Controllers starting from 
small household automation applications to complex industrial applications. Their 
hardware can be used in every imaginable equipment and systems and for every level 
of complexity. They are usually managed and supported by software developed by 
Siemens Process Automation division. 

4.0 Methodology 

This chapter will describe how the project is developed in Vuforia Studio, parameter 
settings in the cloud & Kepware Server and the communication between PLC, 
Kepware and Thingworx Cloud. 

4.1 Development of Model 

Microsoft HoloLens is the head mounted device used to visualize this thesis work. 
This device runs on custom Windows 10 and has an adjustable head band with 3 
push buttons for power, volume up and down. The control of this device is by voice 
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commands and gestures. This device has a see through lens on which the contents 
are projected to give the mixed reality experience. A Windows application is 
developed to visualize the project developed in Vuforia Studio called Vuforia View 
which can be downloaded from Windows Microsoft store. 

Figure 4.1: Microsoft HoloLens 

Vuforia Studio is a web based application which requires internet connection to 
deploy the developed project into Thingworx cloud server of Vuforia Studio. 
Vuforia Studio has seven main windows, each with unique functionalities. 
Configuration window is used to set all the project settings including the Thingmark 
used to retrieve the project from server using HoloLens. View window displays all 
the 2D and 3D objects used in the project, whereas target window is used to identify 
the Thingmark, 2D image or 3D model in the project. Property window is used to 
modify the properties of all the object and application window for linking the object 
properties to parameters on cloud. Augmentations window encompasses objects like 
Gauges, 3D images, 3D CAD models etc. and the application events window for 
creating events using Java Scripting. 

The developed project from the cloud can be retrieved in many ways like scanning 
a custom defined Thingmark, custom defined 2D image, detecting a 3D model which 
is defined in the project using a Computer Aided Design (CAD) model or simply 
visualizing the project on a surface. Thingmark is used in this thesis work. CAD 
model of the objects on press line of Volvo transmission line that needs to be 
visualized are imported into the project and positioned with respect to the marker 
placed on the station. The appearance of these objects are adjusted in the property 
window of each object. The station’s operational manual which is also included in 
the project can be visualized in case of a mechanical or an electrical break down. 
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The real time status of these objects like sensors, hydraulic press pressure, valve 
status, spacer reading are obtained from the PLC. Real time alarms of the station is 
displayed on the side of the station which is also obtained from PLC. Voice 
commands are used to visualize these objects on the station. Voice command list is 
always displayed for the users ease of control. Gestures are an alternative to voice 
commands where double tap displays all the objects of the project, swiping right 
gives sensor data, swiping left gives process data and swiping up closes all the 
object. Figure 4.3 shows all the voice commands that can be used to visualize sensor 
data, process data and alarm status (marked in white). 

Figure 4.2: Vuforia Studio project development screen 
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Figure 4.3: Voice Command and Alarm list view on the side of the station 

Java Scripting is used to selectively display the objects. The java scripting page is 
available in view window of the studio. The local parameters created in the 
application parameters window are used in Java scripting which in turn is linked to 
cloud server variables called Things. The events with voice commands and gestures 
from application events window are linked to object properties and selectively called 
in the Java Scripting as required. 

Thingworx Cloud platform is used to store the real time data sent from Kepware 
server and save the projects developed in Vuforia Studio. Both the project and the 
real time data are fetched from the cloud and displayed in Vuforia View application 
of HoloLens. Tags in the cloud server called Things are created which are linked to 
the parameters in application parameters window of Vuforia Studio. These Things 
are connected to Kepware tags which receives data from PLC. 
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Figure 4.4: Java Scripting to selectively display objects in the project 

Kepware server acts as a link between PLC and the cloud. Volvo is using Kepware 
server for IT work instruction monitoring. The same software was used to establish 
a connection to Thingworx cloud platform. To establish a connection with a 
dedicated cloud server, connection parameters are to be fetched from the cloud 
server created. 
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Figure 4.5: Thingworx Cloud platform with a separate server for Volvo Hagerstown plant 

Figure 4.6: Connection Information of Thingworx Cloud server 
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The figure 4.6 shows the connection parameters that are to be used to establish a 
connection. These connection parameters are used in the connection property 
window of Kepware project. Connection between PLC and Kepware is established 
by adding a new channel with Siemens TCP/IP Ethernet connection and filling the 
details of the PLC like model, slot number of CPU, IP address of the port on PLC, 
data collection type etc. as shown in figure 4.7. Tags are created in Kepware server 
which are linked to appropriate tags of PLC. With this, the real time data from the 
PLC can be visualized on the HoloLens head mounted device. 

Figure 4.7: KepwareEx connection property Window 

Figure 4.8 shows the network architecture used in this thesis work. Since the data 
is stored on the cloud over the Internet, the project can be realized and visualized 
on the HoloLens remotely. The user is free to walk around the plant and visualize 
the data using the HoloLens unlike the conventional real time data monitoring in 
desktop SCADA. 
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Figure 4.8: Network Architecture 

5.0 Result & Discussion 

The control program for the press stations on the transmission line of Volvo 
Hagerstown plant is developed as a single project in Siemens STEP 7 classic 
platform. This thesis work is implemented on the press station BT020 where the 
gears of the input shaft of transmission are verified using position sensors and all the 
gears of the input shaft are pressed together using a hydraulic press. Spacer in-
between gears are also measured and inserted if required before pressing the gears 
together. All PLC for the press line are configured as a single project in the control 
program. Siemens S7 300 is used for the station BT020. Figure 5.1 shows an 
overview of all the control program functions and its data blocks of station BT020. 

Custom Thingmark is used for this thesis work to load the real time values and to 
download the project from Thingworx cloud experience server as seen in figure 5.5. 
Vuforia view application on the head mounted device is used to scan this marker. 
Reading the marker, loads the project from the server with list of voice commands 
that can be used with this project as seen in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 5.1: Control program blocks of press station BT020 

Voice command ‘Read’ is used to read the positon and real time values of the sensors 
on the station. Similarly, voice command ‘Data’ is used to display all the process 
values of the station. Commands ‘Stop reading’ and ‘Close’ are used to stop 
visualizing sensor and process data respectively. The command ‘Alarm’ is used to 
read the real time station alarms and ‘page followed by the number’ is used to read 
the operation manual of the station. Hand gestures are also included in the project 
like swipe right for sensor data, swipe left for process data, double tap to read 
everything and swipe up to close all. 

Figure 5.2: Project view when viewed from the front of the station 
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Figure 5.3: Project view when viewed from the side of the station 

Figure 5.3 shows the overall project view for the station BT020 and figure 5.6 shows 
the actual view on the station that is updated in a time gap of milliseconds based on 
the real time value obtained from the PLC routed through Kepware server and 
Thingworx Cloud. 

Figure 5.4: HoloLens view of Sensor and process data 
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Figure 5.5: Custom Thingmark used for the project 

Figure 5.6: HoloLens view of the station 
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6.0 Conclusion and Future Scope 

Recent real time data monitoring is majorly done using conventional SCADA 
system where controls engineer monitors the station activity on multi-screen desktop 
which requires high configuration to run a big project. Multiple SCADA screens are 
developed for various stations. These are to be monitored locally in a control station. 
This thesis work is intended for monitoring real time status of stations on the 
production line. This has many advantages over the conventional method like 
graphical visualization of real time data on the station, check the status of sensors 
inside a station that is not visible to human eye from outside, read operation manual 
on the station, read alarms, freedom to move around the plant with HMD and control 
the operation. This method of data-monitoring is a cost efficient solution because it 
will reduce the plant downtime effectively for a controls Engineer by quickly 
identifying the problem. 

Thingworx Vuforia Studio software made it possible to solve the task in an 
organized way. After taking a cursory look at the results, it shows that this thesis 
gives comparatively good output in a transparent and intuitive manner to achieve the 
final goal. But from a detailed point of view, lots of improvements are still necessary 
for deploying this as an even more powerful solution. 

When working with new software it is important to have access to good information 
on how the software works and how to use it in a way that satisfies your needs. The 
documentation on Vuforia Studio on their learning platforms are good. With 
assistance from PTC who owns Thingworx software solutions, it is possible to 
achieve control of programmable logic controller programs directly from the 
HoloLens as and when we are using this on a production line to monitor status in an 
event of a breakdown. Control engineers will have a huge benefit in rectifying the 
problems on station and reduce downtime. With further development of the model 
it should be possible to selectively send reports to the experience server and generate 
alerts to the concerned management using Java scripting available in the Vuforia 
Studio. SCADA Audit is a key feature in many Industries. Implementing audit 
reporting using Vuforia Studio and HoloLens would be the next big step in this 
approach. 
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